MAY TERM 2013
International Film
Series
From “Real” to “Reel”:
Exploring Women’s Voices
and Identity

VANAJA
Dir. Rajnesh Domalpalli

Vanaja, the 15 year old daughter of
a financially troubled fisherman
goes to work in the local landlady's
house in hopes of learning
Kuchipudi dance. She does well,
but when the Landlady's son
returns from the US, what begins
as innocent sexual chemistry
turns ugly, ending in a rape - a
rape of a minor. Set in rural South
India, a place where social barriers
are built stronger than ancient fort
walls, the film explores the chasm
that divides classes as a young
girl struggles to come of age.

The
International
Film Series for
May Term 2013
will show six
films on
Women’s Issues.
Vanaja, Viva
Ladjerie, Faat
Kine, Honey
and Ashes,
Persepolis, and
Crouching
Tiger, Hidden
Dragon.

May Term Goals

MTC3
A vibrant and diverse
co-curricular calendar
is crucial to the success
of May Term as it was
envisioned and delivered
for the first time in
1996.
-May Term Advisory
Committee, 2012

Thursday, May 9th
7PM Hansen Student Center

Curricular Experimentation allows
students to approach traditional subject
matter in nontraditional ways or to examine
concepts and issues not part of the
standard curriculum
performing or visual arts.
Crossing Traditional Boundaries
challenges students to consider ideas from
many perspectives in courses taught by
faculty from several disciplines or
professions.
Student/Faculty Collaboration enables
students to pursue individually selected
topics under the direction of a faculty
member or to engage in collaborative
research with professors.
Intellectual Transformation occurs in
courses that are once-in-a-lifetime
experiences designed to expose students
to new cultures or to encourage them to
develop a critical perspective on familiar
ideas.
Service and Internships allow students to
apply their knowledge in the local
community or at sites as far away as Hong
Kong.

